
 

 

Final Expense Insurance IMO: 

How to find the best one for you 

One of the things you must do when you get an insurance license is figure 

out which final expense IMO to join. In the following article I'm going to 

explain to you exactly what an IMO is, what they provide, what the key 

differentiating factors are, and then lastly give you a few tips to help you 

figure out which final expense IMO will be the best for your particular 

circumstances. 

First of all, what is a final expense IMO? IMO is short for insurance marketing organization. 
Essentially, an insurance marketing organization does exactly what it sounds like-- this is an 
organization or a business which goes out and contracts directly with carriers or with national 
marketing organizations (which are above them) to represent their product and recruit agencies 
and agents to go sell for them. This is what we call the normal distribution model of selling 
insurance as it is in modern day life insurance and final expense sales. 

 

Connecting with an IMO is pretty much a requirement in final expense sales! 

Very few carriers actually allow the agent to contract directly with the company. There are a few, 
but they are few and far between. Most of the insurance companies have moved to a more 
decentralized distribution channel because of the elements of brokerage that have pushed up 
competition and that have forced these insurance companies to dislodge and dismantle the 
sales forces they used to have and focus more on the administration of insurance products. 

As a new final expense agent (or an experienced one, for that matter) you're eventually going to 
be contracted with some sort of final expense insurance IMO; however, not all final expense 
IMOs are equal. Some provide benefits that are others don't, and others position themselves 
differently, considering the circumstances and other issues. What will follow here are just a few 
things that you will want to consider when looking for a final expense IMO. 

Training 
Many final expense IMOs do not provide any sort of training whatsoever. They simply provide a 
contract to the carriers that they represent, an ability to represent those carriers, and nothing 
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much beyond that. They may take your phone calls, they may try to offer you more final 
expense contracts, but the vast majority of them aren't going to provide any more value than 
just a direct contract to the company. If you're new and training, support, and having a sales and 
marketing system is important to you, you need to make sure that the IMO you're looking at 
offers some sort of proof that they can provide that added value. In many cases, if they do, you 
may take a smaller commission initially, as providing that value does provide a "fee"-- getting 
the access to training and support is going to result in an initially lower contract. 

 

Lead Programs 

One of the biggest elements to success in the final expense business is to have access to 
a lead system that fits your budget and also actually delivers and produces results. What you 
don't want to do is get involved in any sales business and not have a model of success to 
duplicate. Selling final expense insurance is no different. When we get involved and become 
licensed, we need to have the tools of the trade; we need to have an already proven approach 
and to simply go out there and duplicate it. This is one of the great things about the business-- 
it's so mature of a business model and there are so many people doing it that we pretty much 
know what to do and how to put people into a mode of success once they get out and start 
working. Lead programs are very important and many IMOs don't offer anything other than a 
contract. A contract is meaningless if you don't have the means by which to realize the most 
money and success possible through a lead program. As many agents will say, final expense is 
a lead-driven business and most agents live and die by seeing the people. If you don't have 
anybody to see, you don't have anybody to sell and you don't have a business. 

                    An agent lives and dies by the leads. 

What kind of lead programs are important to have? First of all, my picks have always been the 
bread-and-butter, tried-and-true approach to business, the first of which is a direct mail final 
expense lead program. Direct mail final expense is the best kind of lead generation in final 
expense. The majority of the top 10% of all agents across the country use a direct mail final 
expense program. Simply put, direct mail is the process of mailing off letters in which a business 
reply card is sent back to the mail house, and then we got copies of those reply cards to go 
work the leads, either through door knocking or showing up for appointments. Either way, that's 
what works. They're consistent, they're high quality, and people are usually fairly satisfied with 
using those kinds of leads. 

What's the secret with direct mail? Unfortunately, direct mail is very expensive in many parts of 
the country. The last thing you're going to want to do, as an agent, is start in this business with a 
very high cost of acquiring clients and customers. What I always recommend to agents is to use 
a fixed price lead program, especially if you're in the southeast. There are many states, such as 
Texas, Georgia, and Florida, where the response rates are tepid. What you don't want to do is 
drop a thousand letters the old fashioned way and pay $450 to only get back 7-8 cards. You're 
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going to paying out the nose and the leads aren't that great. Buy direct mail leads at a fixed 
price and you'll realize substantially improved results. 

I'm also partial to telemarketing leads in some circumstances. As you may or may not know, I 
also use  final expense avatar leads. In my opinion, they're a great way to cheaply acquire and 
produce final expense business. There's always geographical and data weakness to any kind of 
telemarketing leads and the avatar leads are no different, but they provide a cheaper way than 
direct mail to get involved in this business without nearly as much money tied into a lead 
program. 

One of those is what you should be looking for, in my opinion. Be wary, if you understand the 
importance of prospecting and having a lead program, of contracting with an agency or IMO that 
doesn't have the tools to help you be as successful as possible. 

Transparency 

It's very important when you begin business with any entity that everything is laid on the table 
and is as transparent as possible. The reason this is important is because a lot of final expense 
insurance IMOs take advantage of the ignorant-- and I say that in a respectful way. They take 
advantage of new agents and even experienced agents who don't know to ask the tough 
questions up front that make sure that the business relationship is consummated fairly and the 
prenup is well-established in the beginning, just in case things don't go as well as they should 
be. 

Final expense agency contracts - beware the devil in the details! 

What do I mean? First of all, every final expense agent should always ask about releases. In 
case you don't know what a release is, it's the ability to dissolve the contract associated with 
your final expense IMO and move that contract, so you can continue to write the carrier, to 
another agency. This is the dirty little trick in this business; many final expense insurance IMOs 
will not release you on-demand, they will hold you hostage. This is an especially bad scenario 
when the final expense IMO does not do the job that they promised they would do, and you're 
stuck representing an agency or an IMO that just plain sucks. To me, in my mind, that's never a 
way you want to do business, but many IMOs operate on that mindset. 

You also need to make sure that you are vested 100% from the first day, meaning your 
commissions (and your book) is wholly yours in case you do dissolve that relationship. Many 
times, if you are not vested, if you do leave, all that future income becomes the property of your 
upline-- your manager or the person who recruited you. There are very large final expense IMOs 
and agencies that operate specifically on this principal. They take your money if you decide to 
cut loose, and especially if you decide that the opportunity isn't quite what it's cracked up to be. 
Be very wary of that. You don't want to be in a position that you're stuck with somebody that you 
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just don't like and you aren't appreciated. You want your business and your book of business to 
be fully yours from the get-go. 

 

Direct Payment 

Less often, but just as important, make sure that you are paid directly by the company. I don't recommend 
agents to be paid directly from the agency, it just creates an additional layer of complexity that is not 
necessary. These insurance companies are very good at paying people and paying commissions-- let the 
companies do it, don't let the agencies do it. You don't want your money to be dictated and held up by an 
agency. 

Otherwise, those are the tips and tools of the trade of finding a final expense insurance IMO that's going 
to best suit you. Remember to always feel free to reach out to me if you have any interest in working with 
my final expense program. You can call and get conversational with me! Thanks for reading. 
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